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President Nelson warns of impending cuts
More than 500
students could be
cut, says Nelson in
speech to classified
staff
by Ryan Feeney
Staff reporter

-

Central is facing ~uts of approximately 25 faculty, 26 to 27 staff
and 500-plus students due to budget cuts to be imposed in the next
legislativesession,PresidentivQry
V. Nelson announced in an address
to the university's classified staff
members.
CWU has received a letter of in-

tent from the Washington State
Legislature to cut the 1995-1997
biannual budget by 2.4 percent,
Nelson said in last week's address.
Central has also been requested
to prepare a summation by Oct. 10
of a scenario of 5 percent and ~O
percent budget cuts by Gov. Mike
Lowry.
For the 1994-95 school year, Central has been funded for 6,666 students, but in fact has a total of
7 ,339 enrolled students.
CWU has a known reputation of
access for a diversity of students
said Nelson.
"It would be contrary to what we
say we are to cut students," Nelson
said.
The job of dealing with the cuts
has been no easy matter Nelson

said. In. the wake of cuts, Nelson
would like to stress the fact that
there are trying times ahead.
"We are on the scrutiny, scrutiny,
scrutiny."
He said, "We don't want to lower
morale. We don't want tosend out
the message that we are targeting
people."
Nelson added that in the wake of
the proposed cuts and in the face of
adriveforhighereducation,acombined effort of the Strategic Planning Committee and the Office of
the President has derived a strategic plan.
According to the Central's Strategic Plan flyer, there are five primary principles for change:
• Student learning shall remain
the central mission of -the

university and the measure by
which Central evaluates its efforts.
• Improving the university's qual-

"We are on the scrutiny, scrutiny, scrutiny. We don't want to.
send out the message
that we are targeting
people."
-Ivory V. Nelson
President
ity: its staff, its students, its activities, its environment: shall remain
an ongoing goal.
• Communication and reasoned
debate of critical issues among the
university's constituents shall be
strengthened.
• Improving the university's efficiency, productivity and technology will continue as one of the
university's primary goals.
It's not easy to deal with budget
cuts, said Nelson.
"We are concerned," he said. "If
we have to made decisions, we are
not making them callously, we're

considering everyone's lives."
Although CWU is in the wake of
large buoget cuts, capital funding
was the highest ever in the last
biannual at $96.6 million.
How can Central afford this?
Nelson sai_d: ''I need your help in
getting out the message to everyone that the costs of the buildings
have nothing to do with operating
Central. If we don't get new facilities, we can't grow."
Central is in a state of transition,
Nelson said.
He added CWU' s students are no
longer being compared with students of universities from Washington~ Oregon, or even nationally; students everywhere are being compared globally.
People are starting to ask how
well Central' s students are prepared for the work force.
"There is a newer arena for higher
education," Nelson said.
"We are in a changing mode, but
are finding ourselves with less
money."
Although there is less money
available, CWU is aiming at giving the best possible education for
its community of students.

Break-in at SeaTac
Extended Degree Center
costs Central $53,000
by Tim Yeadon
News editor'

Ken Pinnell I The Observer

Don't panic! This is only a drill, but if it wasn't, this "victim" would be in good hands as
Associate Professor Dorothy Purser's Emergency Medical Technicians class trains
outside of Michaelsen Hall Tuesday afternoon.

Sixteen computer central
processing units al)d keyboards
valued at approximately $53,000
were stolen during a break-in at
Central' s SeaTacExtendedDegree
Center Center early last Sunday,
said SeaTac coordinator Robert
Edington.
"While the damage to our new
computer laboratory
was
superficial, thelossofthecomputer
equipment is a real blow to our
program," Edington said.
"Our students depend on that lab
for coursework in many of our
classes," he said.
The university must now
determine how much it will cost to
replace the stolen items, and "how
we will find (the money),"
Edington said.
CWU, as a state agency, is selfinsured, "which means we will have
to pay for it out of our hides," he
said.
While replacement decisions are
being made, SeaTac students may
have limited access to computer

labs at other colleges, Edington
said.
"We are discussing, with several
nearby education institutions,
arrangements that would allow
Central students to use computer
facilities on a temporary basis," he
said.
The new CWU center, which
opened just last month, is located
in a newly refurbished portion of
the old Glacier High School
building.
The SeaTac Center serves more
than 500 students annually, with
upper-division coursework leading
to bachelor's degrees in early
childhood education, law and
justice, business administration and
accounting, Edington said.
In 1994, 165 Students graduated
from Central' ssouth-side extended
degree program, which was located
on the campus of South Seattle
Community College until the
September opening of the new
SeaTac facility at the beginning of
fall quarter.
King County Police are
investigating the burglary,
Edington said.
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'Big Brother;' policeman, abortion cotinselor?
by Doug Conner

SEATILE - Americans are always on the lookout for that old
pJlitical bogyman, Big Brother.
But citizens in Washington state
may wonder if the Orwellian vision of someone eternally butting
in has come to pass.
Lost and a little late for a preabortion procedure at a clinic
last summer, Justin Cooper, 20,
and Deanna Thomas, 18, say they
were pulled over by a state patrolman while admittedly doing 75

1
1

1

for the appointment, hours late.
During a recent news conference
the couple nervously read prepared
statements, their lawyer, Franklin
W. Shoichet, said the pair was intimidated and went along with
Jackstadt because of his "abuse of
power" and his "jackboot tactics."
The state attorney general's office will review the case starting as
early as this week, which Shoichet
thinks should include felony unlawful imprisonment. Jackstadt has
not spoken publicly and has been
reassigned to desk duty while the
investigati_on continues.

m.p.h. on the freeway. After telling him where they were headed
and why, they say, Patrolman
Lane W. Jackstadt, 34, keptthem
on the shoulder of the road for 4 S
minutes, holding onto Cooper's
license while encouraging them
to forgo the abortion and consider the alternatives.
Then, they say, Jackstadt led
them 20 miles to a house where a
counselor appeared with literature and more talk about abortion alternatives. Convinced the
patrolman was no longer around
to follow them, they finally left

Los Angeles Times
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Moore proposes internal search for dean• Citing economic conditions of Washington as one reason, Provost
Thomas Moore proposed Monday that the search for a new dean of
one of the CLAS colleges be confined to Central.
''The timing and the economic conditions of the state make the
prospect of attracting a candidate problematic," said Moore. Moore
said he hopes the new dean can be in place by Jan. 1, 1995.
"It is important for the institution as a whole that we not go into
next year (1995-96) searching for a new dean," he said.

Board of Directors vote 'no' to
presidential remodel budget
• "The Associated Students of Central Washington University as a
board oppose the budget for the remodel of the Presidential residence." This motion was passed by the Board of Director's last
Friday during the regular business meeting. Each Friday the BOD
meets in the Samuelson Union Building from 3-5 p.m.Students are
welcome to attend and voice their opinions.

11
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Sims visit postponed
• If you couldn't find Ron Sims in the Samuelson Union Building
Pit on Tuesday it's because he postponed his visit until the first
week of November. Keep reading here for more information.

The 'Taco Bell' meetings
• Those interested in knowing the latest developments in Central' s
quest for a big-time taco bar in the SUB should attend the Commerce Action Committee meeting. It will be in the SUB, Room 103
at 9 a.m. on Monday.

Fashion Merchandising Club meeting ,
• The Fashion Merchandising Club will be meeting at 7 p.m. today
in Michaelsen Hall, Room 205.

Archives Grand Opening
• The newly built Bledsoe-Washington State Regional Archives
building will be open for public viewing at 4 p.m. Friday. Public
viewing will follow a dedication led by Washington's Secretary of
State Ralph Munro.

Hymn-sing concert
• Beginning at 8 p.m. Friday in He~ Recital Hall, the hymn-sing
will be performed for the biennial Washington state convention of
the American Choral Directors Association hosted by CWU.
The hymn-sing concert invites both audience accompaniment and
public attendance. Cost is $3 for individuals, students are admitted
free.

Come and laugh with 'Guelwar'
• "Guelwar," a comedy film from Senegal, will be at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in McConnell Auditorium. Tickets can be purchased for
$2.50 at Ace Records, Four Winds, Jerrol's, CWU English department, Samuelson Union Building Ticket Office, and at the door.

Please vote - john Eberle for Sheriff!

((JJ ~~~n~aPw~~in!:~renthood'

I strongly feel that too many Kittitas County citizens are
unaware of the poor administration offered by the
current sheriff. We cannot afford another four years of
his administration, with his lack of concern for his staff
and the citizens. We don't need a politician as sheriff.
John Eberle is endorsed by the Ellensburg Police Guild &
the City of Roslyn Police Officers.

CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE • RELIABLE

• Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy Testing
·Male Exams
• Depo Provera

• Annual Exams
• Infection Checks
·Norplant
• Morning After Pill

312 North Pine• Ellensburg• 925-7113

Air Force ROTC
presents

Incentive Scholarships

Qualifications
- 2.50 GPA

- Full-time Student
- Any Academic Major
- 6 Terms left starting Fall of 1995
- Must Pass Physical Exam and
Air Force Officer Qualifying Test
- Turn Age 25 after June 30, 1997

II Contact

II
II

Captain Butler
AFROTC Det 895

11

(509) 963-2314

~: Express Scholarships are also awarded to minorities in any field

I
I
I
I
I
Bring in this coupon and receive
I
2 FREE POSTERS
I
I Michael Bolton
Elton John

; Jimmy Buffett
I Counting Crows
I Cure
I Depeche Mode
; Gin Blossoms

Madonna
9 Inch Nails
Urge Overkill
Velvet Underground
Frank Zappa

I
I
I
I

10 - 2 7, 1 9 9 4
ST. 9 2 5-6 8 9 5

...And many more!
*1

COUPON PER PERSON OFFER EXPIRES

31 3 N

PEARL

~--------------------~

New and transfer
students invited to
Fall Convocation
by Ryan Feeney
Staff reporter

Central is inviting new and transfer students, along with their parents, toaFallConvocationat8p.m.
Friday at McConnell Auditorium.
The opening assembly will stress
to Central students the importance
of a university education.said
Nancy Bradshaw, program coor'1inator.
The gathering "is to inspire the
student body to do its best academic work," said Beverly Heckart,
chair of the history department.
"It's a fonnal opening of the school
year for the freshmen and their parents," said Heckart, who will be
giving the main address.
Other distinguished speakers will
include: Presidentlvory V. Nelson;
Ron Dotzauer, chairman of the
Board of Trustees; and Greg
Carlson, president of the Board of
Directors.
Following the ceremony, a reception will be held in the Samuelson
Union Building Fountain Room.
Faculty, students, and parents are
invited to the reception.
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New pagoda donated by Sanda City
by Yasuko Maruta

Staff reporter
A gesture of long-lasting friendship was received by Central with
the dedication of the Goju-no-to
Pagoda that was dedicated in the
Japanese Garden by the Sanda City,
Japan, Rotary Club.
The Goju-no-to (translation: fivestoried) Pagoda stands over seven
feet high and weighs approximately 950 pou)lds, and is worth
$15,000.
Approximately 50 people attended the ceremony including
PresidentlvoryV.Nelson,andMr.
Mamoru Omae and his wife, Mrs.
Miychiyo Omae, theJapaneserepresentatives of Rotary Club, and
emissary _of Sanda City, Mayor
Toshita.

"The pagoda makes
the Japanese Garden look like a real
japariese garden,"
-Junko Funaki
junior, art major
"We recognize that this garden is
a tangiblereminderoftheimmense
value of being open to cultures
different from our own," Nelson
University Relations photo by Matt Burke
said.
Central. students are exposed to
Standing over seven feet tall and weighing approximately 950 pounds, this pagoda was a gift
new ideas and different cultures, · given to Central by the Sanda City Rotary Club. Sanda City became Ellensburg's sister_city in
and can educate themselves toward
April 1992 formed to enhance the friendship between young American and Japanese people.
a world view. said Nelson.
Following Nelson's speech,
However, in the ceremony, ev- ties proclaimed theestablishmentof committee, hopes the people of
Omae said the citizens of Sanda
City are hoping people will learn eryone was deeply impressed to sistercommunityrelationsonApril the two communities will be able
to have social, sport, academic,
about Japan and its culture through see the wonderful pagoda placed 6, 1992.
"I don't want the sister program and economic exchanges through
on the ground, Omae said.
the Japanese Garpen.
"The pagoda makes the Japanese to burn like a fire, because it (will the establishment of the sister comThis understanding will enhance
the friendship between young Gard~n look like a real japanese then) burn out," Mayor Toshita munities.
American and Japanese people, garden," said Junko Funaki, a jun- said at the signing of the 1992
"Not only will the pagoda enagreement. "I want it to be like a hance the garden, but it will also
ior art major.
said Omae.
The friendship between the river, which flows forever."
The gardener who made the pabecome a part of our community
Jerry Williams, chair of the like the Ellensburg Bull downgoda was worried if it would be set Kittitas County and Sanda City
inititated when the two communi- Kittitas-Sanda City Friendship town," Williams said.
up in the right way, Omae said.

Board of Trustees
meet Friday to
consider budget
The Board of Trustees will be
asked Friday to give final approval
to CWU' s operating and capital
budget requests for 1995-97.
Central is proposing a 1995-97
operating budget of $146 million,
which includes a requested $104
million in state and local general
funds.
The $104 million request includes
$91 million to carry forward
Central's current service to students, plus $13 million in "request
packages" to achieve. equitable
fundingofcurrentenrollment,computing and library upgrades, and
the ability to enroll more students.
Top priority projects in Central's
capital budget request of $96.6
million for 1995-97 are the renovation of Black Hall, construction
of off-campus center facilities on
community college campuses; remodel and addition to Hertz Hall,
CWU library and Hogue Technology Building; construction of phase
II of a science facility; and
predesign of Nicholson Pavilion
phase III.
The Board of Trustees granted
preliminary approval to the biennial budget requests at their June
meeting in Ellensburg.
The 1995-97 budget requests will
be forwarded to Gov. Mike
Lowry' s office this month in preparation for the January 1995 legislative session.
President Ivory V. Nelson will
brief the governing board on campus food service planning, Foundation relations, budget cut planning and strategic planning.
·Trustees will also hear reports on
the schematic design of a new, science facility, the status of financial
aid for CWU students, and the development of a campus master
parking plan.
Board members will consider
motions to accept two completed
capital projects: Auxiliary Services
.parking lots and chilled water expansion for the Language and Lit-

r--D_R_U___N_K_D_R_IV_IN_G_DO_ES_N_'T-J-UST_K_l_LL_D_R_U_N_K_D_R_IVE_RS--t. e~:e:o:::Trustees meeting
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13, 1989 at 8:25 pm.

Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him.
, Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

will start at 11 a.m. in Barge Hall
412.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
3 Locations to serve
you!
The University Store
in the
University Plaza
Inside
Super 1 Foods

Dairy Store
on W. 15th

S1T IN THE "DAIRY 8ARN

11

AT ALL CWU ·HOME

'CATS IN ACTION. W1N EsPREsso DRINKS,

GAMES AND SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE

ICE

CREAM, MILK AND OTHER CooL STUFF

FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT ALL THREE W1NEGARS LOCATIONS!

A SPECIAL INVITATION
Central's Career Planning & Placement Center, Barge Hall, Room 204,
invites students to visit their office to register for service, .use the career
library with its many employer directories, keep posted on campus
interviews, job listings, and ~cuss career concerns with a counselor.

More than 100 volunteers from CWU residence halls
panicipated in the Yakima River Cleanup near Thorp
Saturday. In a related Residence Hall Council contest,
Wilson Hall fielded the most people with 27. Second
place went to North Hall and Sparks Hall received third.

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER EXAM INFO AT CP & PC
The applications for the Foreign Service Officer Exam are availableatCP
& PC. Submit a completed application to the domestic test center by Oct
14. The test is given on Nov. 19.
DEPUTY U.S. MARSHALL
Females and minorities interested in a position may call 1-800-547-6504
by Oct. 21 to obtain test information. Other interested people may contact
the Yakima office at (509) 57 5-5917. Additional information can also be
obtained in the Placement Center in Barge Hall, Room 204M.
MILITARY RECRUITING
The Marine Corps will have representatives atan infonnation booth in the
Samuelson Union Building from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. on Oct.18-19, and
also on Nov. 15-16.
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
SeattleUniversitywillhavearepresentativeataninfonnationboothfrom
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Nov .4 in the SUB Pit to discuss all majors and programs
available.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN
BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT
All the workshops wiil be from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m., and will take place in
Shaw Smyser, Room 109. One session, "Job Search- Getting Started,"
will be Oct. 25, another session, "Resume Writing," will be Oct. 26, and
the last session, "Interviewing," will be Oct. 27.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Sign-up schedules are posted two weeks prior to campus visiting date, for
further information contact CP & PC.
10/18/94 LADY FOOT LOCKER
10/19/94 THE NEW ENGLAND/SEATTLE-HILBORN AGENCY
10/20/94 TARGET STORES
10/20/94 PRIEBE ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTOR
10/24/94 to 10/25/94 K-MART CORP
10/26/94 THE PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
11/15/94 RENT-A-CENTER
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS
Three sessions are being held in Black 101: "How to Find a Job in
Education" from 2 to 3 p.m. Oct. 18; "Writing an Effective Resume &
Letter of Application" from 2 to 3 p.m. Oct. 19, and "Job Interviewing for
Educators" from 2 to 3 p.m. Oct. 20.
SCHOOL DISTRICTS RECRUITING ON CAMPUS:
11/07/94 ALASKA TEACHER PLACEMENT
Member

dlll~

WILLIAM R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.
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THE EYE AND CONTACT LENS CLINIC

Office Hours
By Appointment
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If you want to
get the tops in taste,
get a Blizzard~ Flavor
'freat at your Dairy Queen!>
~
store. We'll blend it with any
., of your favorite candy flavors,
like M&M's Plain or Peanut
~ J Chocolate Candies, "Butterfinger"
:' Bar, "Heath Bar;' "Reese's" Pieces
/ Candy, ''Nerds" Candy, or ''Nestle's"
' Crunch Bar. Rather have fruit, nuts or
cookies? They're all yours. The original
Blizzard® Flavor Treat. So thick you
have to spoon it up. So delicious, you'll
want to try them all.
M&M's Chocolate Candies 1s a registered trademark of )lars. Inc

i .• ~·,

_,11;
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LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
DR. MYRON LINDIR
DR. SANDY LINDIR

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to campus
The State of Washington will support the cost of education to Central Washington University
students during Academic Year 1994-95 to the approximate amounts of the following table:
STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPPORT OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

•

®

10TH &ALDER

AND
WEST INTERCHANGE

Dairy Q.ieen~ stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children

®

fl
Undergraduate-Resident
Undergraduate-Nonresident

We Treat You Righf
Q Corp /1991

511 North Pine Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-1000

'i~

~

~ AM D

I

~

Reg

us

Pat Off AM D a Corp

Graduate-Resident
Graduate-Nonresident

Instructional
Support
perFTE
Student

Appropriated
Financial Aid
Programs per
ETE Stud~nt

Institution
Financial Aid
Fund (2Yz%)

Total State
Support
perFTE

12~[ EIE Stud~nt

Smd~nt

4,579

306

51

4,936

0

306

51

357

7,990

306

51

8,347

874

306

51

1,231

ANNOUNCJNC,
T~E JJIKOVEB® CA
~ZF;N.E
ME
~E.

Apply for the Discover® Card
· by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back~
NO Annual Fee.
Look for applications and certificates on campus.

MEMBER''''llNETWORK

©1994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC.

*This offer valid for Discover Card applications received by 11/10/94, that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 11/21/94.
Offer valid for purchases made by 3/31/95. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded. Offer limited to one rebate per account.

.

.

If YOCI ~ottr 60T IT.,
6f.T IT:M
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Editor-in-chief:
News editor:
Scene editor:
Sports editor:
Photo editor:
• · Copy editor:
Production managers:

Greg M. Aldaya
Tim Yeadon
Garrett Wiedmaier
Gregg Roulst
Ken Pinnell
Lori Leitner
Valerie VanderHoeven
Garrett Grabler

The o.bserver is _a l~boratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the
school s communication department. The opinions here do not necessarily
ref~e_ct those of ~e ~niversity. Unsigned editorials and cartoons represent the
opinions of a maJonty of The Observer editorial board.

OBSERVANCE
News editor ripped via memo
for coverage of.Campus Cops·,
University Police Chief Steve Rittereiser will no longer meet with
me .regarding Campus Cops.

LETTERS

In a memorandum dated Oct. 7, Rittereiser stated: ..The Campus
Cops section of the Oct. 6 edition of the Observer was not only
inaccurate with misquotes, but showed a reckless disregard for the
victims involved in several of the incidents'.'

Continuing: "I was extremely disappointed with your lack of
concern for the feelings of the individuals involved in these
matters. The news of crime on campus should stand on its own
merits and not be used as entertainment with .the writer attempting
to make light of significant and sometimes tragic events."
Sorry kids, but Campus Cops is dead.
-Tim Yea~on

Taco Bell 'excellent idea'
To the Editor:

given the choice to use their meal
cards at the restaurant in.the SUB,
In regards to your Oct. 6 article on it would only be fair because Taco
the Taco Bell going into Central's Bell is something that is in for the
SUB, I think that it is an excellent students of Central.
id~a. That way students who live
The people who do go out to reson campus and have a meal plan taurants -and eat are the people that
will be able to use one of their live in Ellensburg, and they are not
meals on their meal cards to go to college students because the colTaco Bell, and have lunch or dinner lege students are not able to afford
for say six points, something that is to go out and eat at the restaurants
very similartowhattheDepotDeli here in Ellensburg.
and Studio East Dining Halls are
I do most of my shopping at Mr.
currently doing.
G's for things like toothpaste, deIn regards to local merchants say- . odorant, and I'd do a lot more there
ing that they will lose money over also, but since I live on campus and
this, I think it is a bunch of hot air. haveamealplan,Idon'thave to. If
The reason I say this is because Mr. G's wants to be this rednecked
students that go to Central and live about letting a Taco Bell in, then
off campus are not going out to eat maybe it's time for me to switch
their meals at restaurants. Stu dents stores to shop.
are on a very fixed income and Plus, I have not gone out to eat at
when it comes to eating, those who restaurants here in Ellensburg belive off campus are going $rocery cause being a full-time college stushopping at stores such as Mr. G's, dent and on a very fixed income, I
Albertson's, Safeway, etc. to get can'tafford to gooutandeaton the
their food so they can eat at home. town.
The students that live on campus
Bottom line-Having a Taco Bell
are already paying around $6 or so on campus will not hurt or have any
a meal at the dining. halls, so they effect on the local businesses, and
aren't going out to eat at restau- it is something that the students
rants anyway.
would like to see.
If the Taco Bell comes in and
Robert Bailey
students that live on campus are
student

Sheriff shows lack of concern for the public
To the Editor:
As a concerned citizen and voter
in Kittitas County, I ~anted to write
to you about some matters of concern I have about the sheriff's election in Kittitas County. I would like
- toaddresstwoprimaryissues,those
being inaccurate statements made
by the incumbent during recent
candidate forums, and "electionyear changes" made by the incumbent.
There have been some local forums in Kittitas County to give the
citizens the opportunity to question
the various sheriff candidates. One
topic raised was the lack of 24-hour
coverage within the coun_ty. The
incumbent began stating that it was
not fiscally possible to have 24hour coverage without another
$80,000 to cover additional staffing. All three of his opponents,
including Mr. Eberle, stated that
. the matter could be handled by rearranging the current schedules,
including Mr. Eberle (a deputy)
moving his schedule to cover the
open hours. The incumbent changed
his response at later meetings to
state that an additional $40,000
would be needed for staffing, then
that the current ORV deputies were
covering the hours (even though
their hours still left a gap in the
coverage, not giving 24-hour cov-

erage). Recently, Mr. Eberle's
schedule was. changed to provide
early-morning covera~. Where
was the need for the extra $80,000
or $40,000 that the incumbent insisted was needed? It appears that
the incumbent doesn't understand
KCSO's staffing.
The public was also concerned
about the matter of minority representation within the Sheriff's Office. If you believe the incumbent,
the department is represented by
minorities. He stated that there was
a minority line deputy and that half
of the corrections staff was female.
The fact is that his "minority line .
deputy" did NOT apply through
civil service as a minority and does
not claim minority status. Of 15
personnel in corrections, four are
female. Even modem math cannot
get50percentoutofthatnumber.It
isn't surprising that the incumbent
wouldn't know the numbers in corrections. A female corrections officer went to his officeand he didn't
know her, even though she had
worked there for well over a year.
The fact is that he avoids the jail
and even made the statement that
he was "in the jail hiding" to avoid
the press during a recent case.
.
Aside from the change concerning · 24-hour coverage; for quite
some time minimum staffing in the
jail was two. One officer must al-

ways be in the Control Room and
CANNOT leave for any reason.
The other officer is the floor officer, performing the routine work
of jail checks, booking inmates,
distributing meals, etc. If the floor
officer or inmates were involved in
an altercation or other disturbance,
' there was no way to get immediate
assistance. The CR officer had to
call for aid. In the time it could take
to get help to the {loor officer, that
officer, or an inmate, could be dead
or a hostage. Since the election
started up, the corrections staff was
told that minimum staffing would
be three. However, that is only arbitrarily practiced - sometimes
minimum staffing is three, sometimes still only two. This is dangerous to the corrections staff, as well
as the inmates.
I strongly feel that too many of
the citizens of Kittitas CountY are
unaware of the political games
being played by the current ·
sheriff. We cannot afford another
four years of the current administration, with his lack of concern
for his staff and the citizens. We
don't need a politician as sheriff.
We need a concerned and
experienced sheriff.

Noella Wyatt
Ellensburg resident

Taco Bell would benefit, not hurt, business
To the Editor:
The last time I checked there were
over 7 ,000 undergraduate students
at CWU. This extia amount of consumers occurs only nine months
out of the year. When this is looked
at from an economic standpoint it
shows just how dependent the local
businesses are on CWU.
This school is planning to open its
.enrollment to a thousand more students each year for the next five
years. This influx of new consum-

ers will induce a positive shift in
the demand schedule of all the local merchants. The· price a consumer is willing and able to pay
will also increase. Thus local merchants will be able to increase profits over the next five years without
lifting a finger.
Local merchants such as Mr.
Perrie, who would be in competition with a Taco Bell, would actually benefit from a campus location. A Taco Bell would attract
those extra students this school

needs. As I said previously more
consumers means more profits.Not
all 7 ,000 students could fit in one ·
Taco Bell.
Kittitas County has an unemployment rate of 13 percent. This is one
of the highest rates in the nation
and students are not included. Who .
do you think is spending the money
in Ellensburg?

Matt Smith
student
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Health care reform isn't dead; statistics show the need won't go away
by Donna E. Shalala
The L.A. Times News Service

Americans will spend $982 billion
on health care service's in 1994, or
nearly 14 percent of our gross doWhen a newspaper reporter asked mestic product Ifprices keep rising
Mark Twain in 1897 to respond to as they have, we'll spend $2.1 trilthe news of his death, he said: "Re- lion on health care in 2003, or 20
ports of my death have been greatly percent of our GDP. In other words,
exaggerated."
one in every five dollars we spend
Like Twafu 's demise, the death of will be on health care.
health care reform has been greatly
No. 9. There are more Americans
exaggerated. There are, of course, livingwithouthealthinsurancethan
those who would like to believe that there are Elvis sightings.
the national movement for health
Today, an estimated 39 million
reform is dead and buried.
Americans have no health insurAfter all, special interest groups ance at all, or 14.7 percent of our
spent more than $60 million on an . total population. In the last five
advertising blitz that left many years, five million Americans have
Americans dazed and more than a lost their insurance. If we do nothlittle confused. And, according to ing, by the year 2003 the total will
Newsweek magazine, those oppo- grow to 43 million, or 15.7 percent
nents spent more than $300 million of the total.
todefeathealthcarereformin 1994.
No. 8. Employer-paid health inBut wishing reform dead won't surance is disappearing faster than
make it so because there are impor- the Statue of Liberty at a David
tantreasonswhythiseffortwillcon- Copperfield magic show.
tinue. So, in the tradition of the sage
Today, an estimated 58.5 percent
political pundit David Letterman, of working Americans get health
let me offer "Donna Shalala's Top insurance from their employers. By
Ten Reasons Why We Should Keep 2003, that will drop to 55.8 percent
Health Care Reform Alive."
of workers.
No. 10. Health spending is multiNo. 7. Did you hear the one about
plying faster than TV talk shows. the $24 aspirin?

Well, maybe not $24, but the Three times in the ·last 20 years,
price is going up quickly. Under medical spending has taken a simiourcurrentsy_stem, hospitals must lar dip during periods of intense
care for anyone in need. So, as we national debate. Each time, as soon
must care for an increasing num- as the debate was over, and the
ber of uninsured patients, hospi- special interests had won, prices
tals shift those costs to those of us went right back to their former
who have insurance. In 1980, that pace. Can Americans and their
cost shift averaged 20 percent. By employers afford another riverboat
1992, it was up to 31 percent.
gamble? I don't think so.
No. 6. Numbers don't lie.
, No.4. Whatgoesdown,muststay
Much has been made in the last down.
year about the alleged slowing of . In 1993, President Clinton and
health care inflation. Some have Congress enacted the most fargone so far as to say that health reaching deficit reduction package
care reform isn't needed because in our nation's history. As a result,
the market will correct ·itself. A the federal budget deficit has decloser look at these trends tells a · clinedineachofthelastthreeyears.
verydifferentstory.Between 1980 And the deficit has been reduced
and 1993, the average difference by half as a percentage of the gross
between medical prices and
national product. By putting the
overall prices was 3 percentage deficit on the decline, the president
points. In 1993, the difference was has led our economy to its stron2.9 percentage points. That's gest growth in 20 years. Yet, the
progress, but not much.
one area of the federal budget that
No. 5. Thejawboneisn'tmightier is not under control is health care
than the pen.
costs. And if we fail to control
History requires us to wonder those costs the deficit will begin to
how much of this. moderation in explode again.
prices is real and how much of it is No. 3. Because life is a pre-exista result of the "jawboning effect" ing condition.
of the national debate overreform. When insurance companies deny

coverage to a person or a group of
people simply because they are considered to be at risk of getting
sick, they call it redlining. I call it
discrimination. An . estimated 81
million Americans have some form
of pre-existing medical condition that makes it hard or impossible for
them to get coverage. None of these
practices have stopped; in fact,
they're likely to become even more
commonplace if we don't change
the rules.
No. 2. An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.
As secretary of health and human
services, I speak out frequently about
the need for Americans to take responsibility for their health by preventing disease instead of simply
treating its symptoms. But how can
we ask people to take greater responsibility if our system continues
to be skewed toward "sick care" ·
instead of "health care." Nearly every health reform proposal puts prevention first by paying for such things
asmammograms,Papsmears,physi- cals and immunizations.
No. 1. Despite Harry and Louise,

See REFORM/page 8
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High marks, praise for the American military in Haiti
The Los Angeles Times
News Service
The following editorial appeared
in Monday's Los Angeles Times:
Troop transports overshoot the airport or land on the wrong island.
Dozens of American soldiers are
caught in an ambush and sent home
in body bags.
An American platoon, overheated
from all the tension of being on the
uncertain ground of a foreign land,
· inadvertentlywipesoutasmall village and creates an instant anti.American ..cause celebre."
These are the scenes of horror that
dog America whenever foreign intervention is proposed.
These are the visions that keep
U.S. military planners awake at
night as they contemplate the risky
mission that has been assigned
them.
And, indeed, if any one of these
nightmare scenarios had occurred
in Haiti, can't you just imagine the
headlines?
And all the second guessing (and,

They had done the planning, the
yes, all the critical newspaper edi- tion that's yet another example of backat the bases in America, school,
the growing cooperation and inte- train and prepare our troops to brave forces had received the training,
torials)?
But none of this has happened in gration of all parts of our armed the dangers of the front line.
the operation wentofflikeadream.
Haiti.
forces, under the modem military
As Colin Powell used to say so NotoneAmericansoldierhasbeen
Not yet, anyway; and maybe (just philosophy initiated by former often during the gulf war, has there killed under fire.
maybe) never.
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of ever been a better prepared,
Of course, that could all change in
Staff Colin Powell and carried for- equipped and trained army in the a second.
Let us all hope for the best.
And - in optimistic anticipation ward by his successor, Gen. John history of the
Potential disasworld?
ter lies behind
of the pivotal and perhaps decisive Shalikashvili.
So let us give
every hill, tree,
moment when Lt. Gen. Raoul
And let us praise ~he bravery of
and village.
Cedras steps down (which diplo- the U.S. Marines who early on our military tre- Not one American
Disaster also
matic sources said would occur avoided an ambush, stood up to the mendous credit soldier has been
lies in the everMonday)-let us now praise brave Haitian policemen in Cap Haitien · for that.
and, in that one tragically bloody
Let all of us killed under fire. Of
present potential
men and women.
but apparently also give credit course, that could all
for casualties by
Let us honor
seminal opera- where credit is
the tremendous
friendly fire.
tion, not only due, and that is change in a second.
courage of the Did the Los Angeies
And disaster
dodged the bul- to the comlies in the very
U.S. Special Times (or many other
Forces who, up
let that no doubt mander of the
nature of the
U.S. papers) ,
would have trau- operation in
mission:
in the north of
matized U.S. do- Haiti: Gen. Hugh Shelton.
For the American forces are not
Haiti, have editorially support
mestic opinion
rather quietly this invasion?
Did the Los Angeles Times (or equipped or trained to reconstruct a
but also laid many other U.S. papers) editorially failed nation.
but firmly esdown the line support this invasion? Absolutely
They are designed to defend, attablished a Absolutely not.
that American not.
tack, repel - and that's a whole
measure of ortroops would be
Did the American military wel- different deal.
der.
. every bit as tough as come the opportunity? Not a whole
But there they are now in Haiti,
And let us also
lot, according to all the reporting. coping as best they can.
note that U.S. Special Forces have they had to be.
And let us praise the unsung
But when the president gave the
And doing it remarkably, almost
been backed at .times by a platoon
unbelievably well, at least so far.
of Army Rangers - a joint opera:.. American military geniuses who, word, the military was ready.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

REFORM: Polls
reveal 7 out of 10
favor new system
From page 7

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
.
EXPENSIVE, 'fRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

T

hink about .supporting yourself for
At TIAA-CREF, we not only undertwenty-five, thirty years or longer
stand the vaiue of starting early, we
in retirement. It might be the greatest
can help make it possible-with' flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
favor. Time.
. choices, and a record of personal
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral. service that spans 75 years.
Time for your money to grow.
Over 1.5 million people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in
if you begin saving just $ioo a month at
America's largest retirement system.
age thirty, you can accumulate $i38,209* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$203 a month to reach the same goal.
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline I 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
. for those who shape it.sM
*A.•Jllnltn/f a11
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Louise, the American people still
want reform.
For nearly two years, special interests have thrown everything
they've got at health care reform.
It's not surprising, then, that we
reached an impasse this year. But
the one thing the status quo crowd
couldnotaccomplish was to change
Americans' belief that we need'to
reform our health care system. The
latest public opinion polls still show
seven out of 10 Americans favor-ing a health care system that provides every person with a rocksolid guarantee of health care coverage that can never be taken away.
A similar majority favors a system
that keeps health costs within
people's reach.
Several years after his "death,"
Maric Twain offered policy makers
one piece of advice that holds true
today. "Always do right," he said.
"This will gratify some and astonish the rest."

'lJonnaSliafafa is tfie. secretary
of!lfealtli anti!Human Services

BRASS MONKEY
Jeff Raney: Owner
DETAIL
WINDOW TINT
ACCESSORIES

LOCKSMTIH SERVICE
Helena & Walnut
24 hour
Phone 925-5678
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Columnist Opinion

"Playing by the tracks" is part of "Shooting Back." Reprinted with permission by Jim Hubbard. Photo by Chris Heflin.
by Ryan Feeney
Staff reporter
"Think Happy Today", read
the bus station bench. On it,
there sat a weathered bag-lady
with all of her belongings
residing inside three or four
garbage bags.
Not a common sight for
Ellensburg? Or even less common on the Central campus?
Let's not be oblivious; let's
recognize (at least for as long as
it takes to read this review) that
there is a disturbing number of
homeless people in the United •
States.
The "bag-lady" was just one
of the powerful black and white
n~oto images displayed by Jim
Hubbard at his lecture in the
Samuelson Union Building

Sarah Spurgeon
Art Gallery
1994-95 schedule
The gallery is open 8 a.~. to
5 p.m. Monday - Friday
• Nov.1·Dec.2
Elizabeth Sandvig
•Dec. 5- 9
Farrell Scholarship recipient
•Jan. 3 - 27
National Computer Art Invitational
• Feb. 6 - March 3
CWU Art Faculty Exhibition
•March 6 -17
M.A. and M.F.A. Graduate
Thesis Exhibits
•April 3 - 21
Kathy Ross
• April 25 : May 12
CWU Student Art Exhibit

ever perceived or experienced."
nity ," Hubbard said.
The effect of the exhibit was
Giving children a: chance to
astounding: photos depicting
experience something that may
children using railroad tracks as a give them insight into their
playground outside a nearby
future, Hubbard said.
Ballroom last Saturcµiy.
shelter, a man asleep on a
In Hubbard's book entitled '
The composite of photos at
sidewalk as city-goers pass
"Shooting Back: a Photographic
Hubbard's exhibit were disturbwithout a glance, and a newly
View by Homeless Children,"
ing, but they contained one thing
evicted family sitting with their
one homeless child says: "If I
that made them more genuine
possessions. Children laughing,
wasn't here right now, I could be
than any pictures of the homeless children playing and crying: these back on the street somewhere
had ever been; most of them were are windows into the daily lives
selling drugs, shooting sometaken by homeless children.
of the homeless.
body, or killing somebody for
This exhibit is an effort that has
Photos focusing on the
money."
been most successful at capturing simplistic scene of children
The non-profit organization
a very accurate insight into
looking through a hula hoop
· Shooting Back is touring the
homeless life.
transform into a higher meaning;
nation in an attempt to gain
"They (the pictures) are both
these children don't belong here.
recogniµon and support.
simple and elegant; they are
" The Shooting Back foundaHubbard's lecture to Central was
honest beyond imagination," said tion attempts to help homeless
not attended by many, and those
Hubbard. "They capture moments · children and homeless families
that failed to attend the lecture
impossible for an outsider to have by giving back to the commuand slide show missed out.

a{{er
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CWU ·p rofessor investigates knots for homocide

Project Washoe founders speak

~

Sands researches forensic anthropology Chimpanzees 'talk'
When Central Washington
being suicides have often, upon
would have had to have climbed
University anthropology
closer scrutiny and diligent
in order to secure the rope to the
investigations, proven to be
steel pipe in the ceiling.
JJCOfessor Catherine Sands began
work on her paper, "Knots: Why
homicides."
The garage door was wide
Some Naughty Crimes Are Not
This seems to be exactly the
open when the body was found
Solved," she thought she was
case with the investigation Sands
and police discovered only one
simply researching the long
is currently working on.
fresh finger print on the ladder,
neglected topic of ropes and
An Illinois prosecutor sent
and a partial thumb print on the
knots in forensic anthropology.
Sands photographs and
platform at the very top.
When an Illinois prosecutor
documentation of the crime
Sands observed that the bruise
got wind of her paper, which she
scene, from which it was
left by the knot of the rope was at
presented in February of this year originally concluded the woman
the base of the woman's neck,
at the annual conference of the
hung herself from a steel pipe
rather than the base of the skull,
American Academy of Forensic
which is typical for victims of
laid across the entrance to the
Sciences in San Antonio, Texas,
hanging, and her body was
garage attic.
her advice was immediately
Sands notes that the report
locked in a post-mortem posture
solicited in investigating a
from the crime scene is not very
inconsistent with death by
woman's death,
thorough and leaves several
hanging.
originally considered
"You can't hang
a suicide, but which
yourself laying
Sands now believes is
down," she said.
I became interested in this subject
homicide.
This is the first outbecause a good number of homicide of-state case which
Her essay
discusses past and
cases in the United States have ropes, Sands has
present rope
investigated, but she
ligatures, and knots as part of the
manufacturing and the
occasionally does
crime scene evidence.
craft of knot-making.
forensic work for local
Her paper also
sheriffs' departments,
-Catherine Sands,
explores in some
especially Kittitas and
CWU anthropology professor
depth the treatment of
Yakima County
ropes and knots as
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sheriffs.
evidence at the scene of
questions unanswered.
She has taught anthropology
homicides and suicides, as well
However, (rom the
at CWU for the past 26 years.
as noting several post-mortem
photographs she noticed several
Currently, she is wrapping up
symptoms displayed by victims
things inconsistent with suicide
courses and will retire from
by hanging.
of strangulation or hanging.
Central next June.
"I became interested in this
Most prominently, the rope
After retirement, Sands plans
subject because a good number
which the woman allegedly used
to open a private practice,
of homicide cases in the United
to hang herself was coiled about
providing forensic assistance to
States have ropes, ligatures, and
her neck three tim~s. and between area police and sheriffs
knots as part of the crime scene
the coils, blistered flesh was
departments.
evidence," Sands wrote in her
noted which is not consistent
With Sands's analyses at
essay. "That type of evidence is
with hanging.
their disposal, Illinois police are
often !Jlishandled, lost, or not
Additionally, there were no
continuing their investigation.
properly conserved for court
splinters embedded in the
Sands has not yet heard if
purposes ... cases initially
woman's hands or in her gown
any suspects have been
investigated and suspected of
from the wooden ladder she
apprehended.

''

similar to children

by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter
The Chimpanzee and Human
Communication Institute presented a recent public lecture by
doctors Beatrix and Allen
Gardner. The lecture, entitled
"Signs of Development in the
Early Utterances of Children and
Chimpanzees," demonstrated the
ability of chimpanzees to use sign
language in their interactions
with humans and with each other,
and their similarities to humans
in learning the communication
process.
Also responsible for presenting the lecture were the departments of psychology Psi Chi (the
psychology department's honor
society), the department of
anthropology, and graduate
college.
In 1966, Beatrix and Allen
Gardner began Project Washoe,
the first project in which a
chimpanzee acquired a human
language, American Sign
Language (ASL).
Project Washoe and its sequel
with Moja, Pili, Tatu and Dar,
simulated with infant chimpanzees the conditions in which the
~anguage of human children
develops gradually into the
language of human parents.
Patterns of growth and
development in the sign language
of cross-fostered chimpanzees
were traced and compared with
similar patterns in human
children.
"Children and chimps put
words together the same way,"
said Dr. Beatrix Gardner,
illustrating the chimpanzeehuman relationship.
Dr. Allen Gardner called the
study's resulting evidence for
continuous processes and
variables in both children and

chimpanzees "groundbreaking,"
also comparing infant chimpanzees to human children.
"Chimpanzees need time to
mature, just as humans do,"
Gardner said. "However, infant
chimpanzees are even more
dependent than human children."
Begun in 1966, this project is
the first and longest running of its
kind. All five chimpanzees have
acquired extensive ASL vocabularies and live together as a social
group in Central's Chimpanzee
and Human Communication
Institute (CHCI).
"It is a very special place in
science and the world of ideas,"
added Allen Gardner, characterizing his feelings toward Central
andCHCI.
Washoe, the oldest chimpanzee and most accomplished
signer, celebrated her 29th
birthday on June 21- the "Project
Washoe" anniversary, although
. she was probably born in
September of 1965.
The four younger chimps, two
male and two female, range in
age from 16 to 22, and look upon
Washoe as the mother figure, and
each other as brothers and sisters.
The number of known signs
varies among the chimpanzees.
Washoe currently has a vocabulary of 240 "reliable" signs. A
sign is deemed reliable after three
different observers have recorded
the sign for 15 consecutive days.
The chimps use the signs both
individually and in combination ·
with other signs in multiple-sign
. utterances. The longest utterance
observed so far was a sentence
made up of seven different signs.
The chimpanzees primarily
use their signs to talk about
things that are characteristic of a
human family, with the young

See CHIMPS/page 14
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Attention
Internauts!

Hot stuff now
available on
the Internet

GREAT FOOD • GREAT DRINKS • HAPPY HOUR 4-6PM • 315 N. MAIN

The Los Angeles Times
THE HOT SAUCE INFO
SUPERIIlGHWAY: Hot.Hot
Hot, the Pasadena, Calif., hot
sauce boutique, claims its mailorder catalogue is the first food
catalogue on the Internet.
If you want to browse it with
Mosaic (hey, color graphics!),
http://www.hot.present.com/hot/
is the address.

MAt.t.OW!!N
PARTY
SAT. OCT. 29
Prizes for costumes

Disco Music
fUWWY fl!AWY fUN

ampus ops go
on a field trip.

Associated
Students of
Central
Washington
University
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699-2345
382-4541*
5n-3002
745-8527"
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545-3536*
843-1411*
754-2011 x333*
249-4232
679-7366
385-9119
296-8683
876-7128
962-7503*

BORED... ?

NextASCWU
Student Government
Meeting: Friday
October 30
SUB 209 4pm
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On an average Friday, how many state vehicles
are seen driving on CWU sidewalks?
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KLICKITAT
LEWIS
LINCOLN
MASON
OKANOGAN
PACIFIC
PEND OREILLE
PIERCE
SANJUAN
SKAGIT
SKAMANIA
SNOHOMISH
SPOKANE
STEVENS
THURSTON
WAHKIAKUM

The 42nd person to call 963-1693
with the correct answer will win a
free Frazzini's Pizza!!!
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Plastics recycling contest
offers Miami Beach. trip
undergraduates from any disciNEW YORK - Cash, recognipline. Once an application is
fon and a chance to be published
are just a few of the opportunities received and verified, a compre.hensive technical packet that
available to undergraduate
outlines basic competition ground
students across North America in
rules and current technological
the 1994-1995 Plastics Recycling
research will be mailed to t?ach
Competition.
participant.
Studenrs are asked to write a
All submitted papers will be
comprehensive technical report
reviewed by leaders from
outlining a process for recycling
organizations in academia,
mixed plastics that have been
industry and government.
separated from municipal solid
Three finalists and their
waste. The process must convert
faculty advisers will be flown, all
the post-use plastics into marketexpenses paid, to Miami Beach,
able petrochemical products
Florida, where the students will
through advanced recycling
present their papers at the AIChE
technologies (ART).
Annual Meeting.
Students wishing to submit
The first place winner will
reports must first complete an
receive
$1,500 and publication of
application verifying their
their
paper
in an AIChE maga- ·
eligibility. Participants must be
zine.
full-time undergraduates curStudents and professors may
rently attending a four-year
accredited college or university in request an application or more
information by calling Tricia
North America and have the
Stevenson at (212) 705-7840.
permission of their faculty
Applications are due on Dec. 30,
advisers.
1994. Final papers are due on
Students may work individuApril 28, 1995.
ally or in teams of up to three

INTERVIEWS FOR WINTER QUARTER '95
STUDENT TEACHERS AND
OPTION II STUDENTS
will be held on
THURSDAY.OCfOBER20
SIGN-UP IN BLACK HALL. 2ND FLOOR
All Day,All Night, All Weekend...

~~~TE~JlJJ@ THURSDAY - SUNDAY

25

~~~$1 POUNDERS
~~% ~
=~:~r:,e::~~ -..~

llARAOllE
EVERY lllRSDAY

925-4044 • l 06 W. Third

Na-r '90NUCL COLL£g'9a-r£
aLCO+tOL awat<£N£SS
()J.P..2f JI (AJ££k !99L/
UROVGHT TO YOV UYDAl'PER £V£NTS ALL
W££1< LONG 1N TH£ SVB 1'1T AT NOON. AND
1N R£SlD£NC£ HALLS ATN1GHT..

JOIN US FOR THE FOU.OWING:.
MOC1' TJaIAL
ISTE1'SATIOSA:L S~UDESTS PASA:L
lIOMECOMING PIT P Al'TY
AND A WIIO:LE LOT MOJaE.....
GET INVOLVED GET INFORMED GET ANSWERS
DAPPER OFFICE:

SUB 128

963-3213

GAMESBOOM QUISTATBALOS
WHEN:

5 DIVISJ:ONS-

Thursday OCT. 13th-Sunday OCT. 16th
Final Thursday OCT. 20th, 7pm in the
Gamesroom.

16 Openings each Division
Playing Dates and Times:
Bassettis- Thursday Oct. 13th, 6pm
North Campus- Friday Oct.14th, 6pm
South Campus- Saturday Oct. 15th, 2pm
Central Campus- Saturday Oct. 15th, ?pm
Off Campus- Sunday Oct. 16th, 2pm

Qm:NTATHALON
INCLUDES:

*2 winners each Division move to final

POOL, PING PONG, FOOZBALL,
PINBALL & AIR HOCKEY

PRJZES:
Division Winners-$14.00
For Final 1st- $95.00
2nd-$60.00
3rd- $30,00

Prizes dependent on
number of entrants.

No Teams Individual Play only

For More Info contact Gamesroom
Sponored By: Gamesroom, Residence
. Living, Pizza Hut, Central Vending, and Subway.
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Iodine: album should get instant notice
by Dan Engel
Staff reporter
If it was a perfect world, the

Seattle music explosion would
not have happened, smoking
would be good for you, and
Iodine would be one of the most
sought after bands in the world.
Unfortunately it is not. We
will, instead, have to settle for
Eddie Vedder, emphysema, and
Iodine will have to be our little
secret.
With the release of their selftitled debut LP on Bedazzled
Compact Discs, it will not be
long until Iodine will have
corporate America buying them
dinner. This band has put
together a 10 song album that
will no doubt get them instant

MUSIC

11111111\1
notice.
This Ellensburg-based band
could be·compared to bands such
as Fugazi, Quicksand, and
Helmet, because of their crunchy
guitar sound and distant, but hard
hitting vocal style.
These guys take what is good
from each of these bands and
thread . it into their own brand of
music.
Jesse Roberts and Aaron
Lundborg share the lead vocal
parts as well as the guitar duties.
Both of their vocal styles are
similar, a style that is straight

forward and direct, and at
times, subtle and disturbing.
Like any great band of this
type, the rhythm section has to
be driving. Iodine is no
exception.
Josh Greenburg and Jonas
Haskins combine to give them
one of Iodine's signature
elements.
This element is an undeniable funk groove that might not
be noticed at first, because of
the heavy guitars.
Greenburg floats through
some outstanding drum
rhythms that you could, again,
compare to John Stanier of
Helmet.
Iodine explodes out of the
gates with the first two songs,

Waterless urinal fixes major leak
by Mike Farabaugh
Baltimore Sun

ABERDEEN, Md. -A
waterless urinal in the men's
room at Aberdeen City Hall has
municipal officials convinced
they have plugged a major leak in
water conservation problems.
"It's so simple, it's ridiculous," said Lawrence J. Gredlein,
Aberdeen's deputy director of
public works. The technical
aspects of the No-Flush urinal
were known and used in Europe
over 100 years ago, he said.
The model being tested in
Aberdeen is manufactured and
marketed by Waterless Co. in San

Piego. Each waterless urinal
costs about $400. depending on
the model, said Klaus Reichardt,
the company's president.
The No-Flush urinal is similar
in appearance to the standard
type, but it has no flushing
handle. The bowl is precoated
with a urine and water repellent
to prevent bacterial growth and
foul odors.
When the device is used, the
waste flows around a plastic trap
insert and into pipes filled with a
lightweight biodegradable oil.
The waste filters through the oil
and gravity moves it into a
connecting sewer line. After

about 500 uses, the oil must be
replenished.
The advantage to the device is
that it can save water and water
costs. The more it's used, the
more it saves, officials said, and
the savings on repair costs can be
substantial compared with
conventional units.
Aberdeen's waterless urinal is
a joint test venture of the city
and the Maryland Department of
Natural Resources. The site was
chosen because the city's water
supply from a large field of
artesian wells has steadily
declined for 20 years, Gredlein
said.

"Human Ideal" and "Reach for
Water." These tracks truly
encompass Iodine's unique
sound.
This sound is a combination of
steadfast rhythm and powerful
guitar work. This band is
extremely tight and creates some
of the most interesting guitar riffs
and changes.
The vocals are just as interesting on these songs in which
Iodine's recognizable eerie
drones are made readily apparent
by the work of Al Milman and
Brandon Pitts, prcxlucers of the
album.
In the past, Iodine has been
questioned on the diversity of
their music or lack thereof. They
break free of that leash with the ·

songs "Sharp Saccharine Poetry"
and ''Telophase," which is about
as close to pop songs as Iodine
will probably ever get.
"I Am Lord" is another
mold-breaker for them as well as
a hidden 10th track that I will let
you try to figure out for yourself.
Iodine•s label, Bedazzled
Compact Discs, was created to
complement its store, Bedazzled
Records. Iodine is the first band
on this new, Seattle-based label.
Generally, this is one of the
best albums I have heard all year.
It's the type of album that
makes you feel good, and makes
other musicians think about
putting aside their instruments
and talcing up golf.

Yakima Symphony kicks off
season with the unexpected
Expect the unexpected
Saturday when the stars of
National Public Radio's "The
Bob and Bill Show" help the
Yakima Orchestra kick off its
1994-95 season.
Bob Christiansen and Bill
Morelock bring their informallyinformative format to the Capitol
Theatre stage for an 8 p.m.
concert.
Also in the spotlight at the
season-opener will be baritone
Douglas Pulse.
The vocalist, accompanied by
Yakima Symphony Orchestra

pianist Danene Knudsen, will
perform Burleigh's "Deep
River."
·
Overture, the symphony's
support group, will host an open
rehearsal at 10 a.m. on concert
day. Admission is a $1 donation
at the theater door.
Tickets for the season-opener
are available through the Capitol
Theatre box office at 575-6264.
Tickets for ,Yakima Symphony
Orchestra's Symphony Classic
and Symphony Lite series are
available through the symphony
office at 248-1414.

For less than adollar aday,·
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester. ·

With an Apple Computer Loan, its now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh" personal
computer. In fact, with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac"' for
as little as $23 per month: Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing paper~. Apersonal organizer/calendar created specifically for

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it's the best time ever to
l •'discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best~

App1€

.

For more information contact
Nils Tonsmann at the University Store.

963-1335
Offer expires October 17, 1994; available only while supplies last. © 1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa and "Tbe flOUlf!r to be your best" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. AppleDesign and Mac are trademarlis ofApple Computer, Inc.
Clamll:fJrks is a registered trademark of Clam Corporation. ' $23 per month is an estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan of $1,485.71 for a Performa 636 system. Prices and loan amounts are subject l-0 change without notice. See your Apple Campus Reseller or represenlalive for current system
prices. A55% loan origination fee will be added to the requested lrxm amount. Tbe inlerr!st rate is variable, based on /be commercial paper rate plus 535%. For tbe month ofAugust 1994, the interest rt:le was 10.10%, with an APR of llJ6%. 8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty. Tbe montbly
payment shown asrumes no deferment ofprincipal or interest. Students may defer principal payments up to 4years, or until graduation. Deferment will change your monthly payments. Tbe Apple Computer loan is subjecJ to credit approval.
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CHIMPS: Humans learn communication from 'Washoe'
~~~---,,~~~-

From page 10
male chimps signing a great deal
about playing games such as
tickle and chase. Washoe, a
typical mother, spends time
disciplining, reassuring and
conveying other motherly
concerns.
Washoe was raised as if she
were a deaf child at the University of Nevada in Reno from
1966-1970. Roger Fouts, CWU
psychology professor and
founder of the CHCI, joined the
project as a graduate student in
1967.
Washoe was acquired by the
Gardners at the age of 10 months,
and was immediately immersed

It is a very special place in science and
the world of ideas.
-Allen Gardner
co-founder of Project Washoe
in ASL with an intellectuallystimulating environment where
she soon learned to use ASL in
daily interactions with her human
companions.
Moja, Dar and Tatu were also
taught in a similar fashion. In
1979, Loulis, the adopted son of
Washoe, was the focus of
"Project Loulis" which was
designed by Roger and Deborah

GREJ\T
STEAKS
AT A PRICE
YOU CAN

AFFORD!

All Steak Dinners Include Garden or Caesar Salad,
Choice of Baked Potato, Rice, French Fries

Choice
RIBEYE STEAK

8.95

Choice
NEW YORK STEAK

8.95

Choice Center Cut
TOP SIRLOIN 7.95

And Our Fwnous
ALL-YOU-CAN EAT
PASTA & SALAD BAR

6.95

THROUGH OCT. 3JTH
BUD & BUD LIGHT

99¢POUNDERS

8th and Chestnut

ALL WELL DRINKS

99¢EACB

962-5050

.Routs to see if an infant chimpanzee would acquire a human
language from its mother.
Humans were prohibited from
signing around Loulis until 1984,
when it had been verified that he
had acquired his signs from his
mother as had the other chimpanzees.
Studying how chimps acquire
and use sign language has given
the Foutses a better understanding of how humans acquire
language skills.
It also provided them with
another model with which they
can study the role of language in
communication.
The Foutses' research has
been used to help non-communicative children learn to sign.
Autistic, cerebral palsied, and
developmentally disabled
children have also benefited from
the research.
· If adequate funding is available, the Foutses would like to
explore the ability of chimpan. zees to symbolically represent
spatial relationships and their
ability to put themselves in
another person's place. From
this, they hope to ascertain
whether the chimpanzee has a
"theory o~ mind."
Among other comparative

studies between the use of
PsycholOgy Building, and was
language in humans and chimconstructed of 300 square feet of
panzees, some future applications cages.
the Foutses would like to make
CHCI is an institute dedicated
are to expand the outreach in the · to the better understanding of
terms of treating autistic children. communications, both human and
They would also like to apply
chimpanzee.
the findings from the establishIn addition to improving life
ment of the human-chimpanzee
for the chimpanzees, the new
relationship research to other
facility also serves to improve the
important relationships such as
education of Central' s students.
the teacher-pupil relationship.
CHCI provides 40 to 50
However, the 1990s have
students with the opportunity to
proved to be financially challeng- become active members of this
ing decade for the Foutses and
project. They learn academic
CHCI. Very little of the abunskills such as scientific-research
dant federal-grant monies that
methods, grant writing and
were available for behavioral
animal care by becoming
research in the 1980s are availparticipants in the projects.
able today.
The new facility also serves
Part of the funding for the
Central and the general public by
ongoing care of the chimps'
offering classes and educational
maintenance and research is now
workshops.
generated almost entirely by
More than 40 community
CHCI's non-profit organization,
volunteers serve in the educaFriends of Washoe.
tional docent program and help
In the past, Friends of Washoe CHCI realize its educational
has led the way in efforts to
mission.
improve captive conditions, save
At the beginning of each
the wild chimpanzees from
school year, the institute accepts
exploitation and extinction, and
several student volunteers and
educate the general public about
one work-study employee for a
chimpanzees and their plight.
minimum one-year commitment.
The Foutses spent more than
Priority is given to CWU
13 years gaining the support and
students who are required to have.
funds needed to construct the
at least one quarter of sign
CHCI, which was finally comlanguage studies.
pleted in 1992.
Volunteers are accepted from
The CHCI complex provides
a .variety of backgrounds and
the chimpanzees with an environ- major fields of study, from
ment which allows them enough
marketing, art and education to
room to run, climb and enjoy the
anthropology, biology and
. sunshine. The old facility was
psychology.
located on the third floor of the

CWUclub
supports
social justice

Your travel agency
on the move

Mixed Z\sian foods,
soups, .sandwicbe.s,
deli salads, pastries,
Espresso and Non-.
fat frozen yogurt

Fora
Great Getaway .
use our companionfares.
We assist you with all your
travel plans at no charge.
HELEN BACHRACH, OWNER
SUZANNE BULL, OWNER
SHERRY MCDONALD, OWNER
MELANIE MILLER
TAMMIE SILVA

Caravali coffee,
cards, prints, New
and Used books
bought and sold.

by Lori Leitner
Copy editor
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The United States currently
exports more weapons than any
other product, said Jam es Cole,
president of the Central Washington Peace and Environmental
Council.
"Sixty percent.of our exports
go to unstable governments
where there are dictators," Cole
said.
Because of these developments, the Council supports
House Bill 3538, a bill which is a
code of conduct for arms exports,
Cole added. The bill dictates that
the United States wouldn't export
weapons to countries that are not
democratic, countries that use
weapons against their own
citizens, or countries that use
weapons on their neighbors, he
said.
"(Because) the arms industry
has such a big lobby, we've been
unable to get what we need,"
Cole said. "We need to have
people support it (the bill)."
Besides supporting House Bill

9rAR71NG OCT: /£)TH ANO • 3538,theCouncilalsosupports
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: social justice, environmental
issues and peace, Cole said.
•
In social justice, people's

: rights are denied because of their
• color or different cultural

: background, he said With the
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SPORTS
Central football team beaten soundly by Linfield
by Brian Iverson

Craven ran for76 yards on 16 carries before getting hurt, CWU finished with only 70 yards total rushFifth-ranked Linfield College ing. Kitna was sacked four times.
snapped a four-game losing streak Overall, the offense only rolled up
against Central, beating CWU for 285 yards against Linfield, the
the first time since 1986 in a non- worst performance for the 'Cats
league contest last Saturday.
since gainingjust 112 yards against
Not only was Central defeated Western Washington in 1992.
27-10, but it now looks like the
Turnovers hurt CWU. In the first
Wildcats may have to go on with- quarter, after a failed fake punt by
out its most productive player.
Central, Linfield marched 50 yards
Senior running back Tom Craven to take the early lead. Quarterback
injured his knee in the third quar- Danny Langsde>rf threw five yards
ter. Craven is diagnosed with a to receiver Brock Peterson. The
sprained knee ligament, and his missed PAT made the score 6-0.
status for
Defenn e x t
s iv e
week's
back
"That's the way it goes
game
Darren
with deCa u sometimes ... But we pulled
fending
sey init together."
national
t e r ch am cepted
-Chris Holt
pion PaKitna
outside linebacker
c i f i c
deep in
Lutheran
Linfield
is questerritionable.
tory,
This
and reweek there was no 90-yard kick turned it 40 yards to set up another
return, no 50-yard reception, and score. Linfield running back Joey
no 40-yard run into the end zone Rector, who led all rushers in the
for Central. Without these big game with 110 yards on 23 carries,
plays, Gentral was only able to convert~ a fourth and goal into six
sustain one scoring drive.
points and a two-point conversion
Linfield' s defense came up big in increased Linfield's lead.
the first half as Central started its Central scored its only touchdown
first seven drives at an average of late in the first half. Backed up to
the 50-yard. line. However, the their own five-yard line, and with
'Cats came up empty and were only one minute and forty secoQds
unable to score on any of these left, the Wildcats marched 95 yards
possessions.
for a touchdown.
Junior quarterback Jon Kitna comJunior receiver Kenny Russaw's
pleted only 19 of 4 7 passes for 215 16-yard scoring reception brought
yards. After setting a school record CWU to within seven points at h~f
for completing 65 percent of his time.
passes, and being one of the
In the third quarter, Linfield put
nation's leaders in pass efficiency together an impressive drive. Lasta year ago, Kitna is only complet- ing 17 plays and half of the quarter,
ing an average 44 percent of his Linfield drove to within Central's
passes this year.
10-yard line.
Central's rushing offense also ''1bat'sthewayitgressometimes,"
seemed to hit a slump. Even though said junior outside linebacker Chris
Staff reporter

Ken Pinnell / The Observer

Freshman defensive lineman Monra · Muse crashes around the end with his
· sights set on Lewis and Clark University's quarterback.
----------·------------------------------Holt. "'But we pulled it together."
c~ntral's defense did pull it together by denying Linfield a touchdown and making them settle for a

22-yard field goal.
Another defensive highlight was
the play of junior inside linebacker
Scott LeMaster who had 11 tackles

to lead all defenders. He had nine

See FOOTBALL/page 16

Hamilton is chosen Athlete of the Week
by Amy Seaberg
Staff reporter

"She has come a long way

Athlete of the Week Erin

Erin Hamilton has been chosen by
and she is coming on strong."
the sports editorial staff as The Ob-Larry Foster
server Athlete of the Week.
Hamilton, a junior forward for
head coach
-C\V1J women's soccer, leads the
team with five goals and four assists. This week Hamilton is ranked
fifth in the conference.
"Erin has a really really positive
attitude," said head coach Larry go away to' school, she chose CenHamilton said she loves playing
Foster. "She keeps her head level tral where she is now a fitness and a sport that is team oriented.
and helps carry therestof theteam." sports management major.
"I love the game and I really like
Hamilton is from Honolulu, Ha- "Erin is fun to play with and she to give 100 percent," Hamilton
waii, where she played four years helps keep things in a good perspec- said.
of varsity soccer at Kaiser High tive," said teammate Amanda
Foster said he puts a large emSchool.
Frazier. "She makes playing fun for phasis on the mental part -of soc"She works incredibly hard and everyone."
·
cer, and noted one of Hamilton's
she wants to score. She has come a Frazier added that Erin's main role strengths is her great sense of hulong way and she is coming on on the field is "to keep everyone mor.
strong," Foster added.
focused on the game and to stay
"She makes me laugh and I need
When she decided she wanted to positive."
that sometimes," Foster said.
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Wildcats shut the Geoducks .
down in men's soccer 3~2
by Phil McCord
Staff reporter

Chris Urrutia I The Observer

Sophomore Slade Murphy steals the ball from an Evergreen Geoduck.

FOOTBALL:
From page 15

unassisted tackles, and three tackles for losses, including a quarterback sack.
The crushing blow came just three
plays after junior defensive back
Gary Michael intercepted a Lin field
ball to end a drive.

Central traveled to Tacoma last
Wednesday in hopes of notching
its third victory of the s~ason
against the University of Puget
Sound.
Central left town disappointed,
losing 3-2 to the Loggers. The game
was marred by muddy field conditions and sloppy play.
"We didn't get it going," said
assistant coach Mike Rundquist.
Puget Sound struck first scoring
in the 11th minute. The ·cats struck
back fast.
Senior forward Erik Hildebrand
scored his ninth goal of the season
in the 18th minute converting the
assist from sophomore forward
Slade Murphy.
UPS added another goal in the
64th minute.
Central came right back as
Murphy got into the scoring act,
converting the assist from freshman midfielder Nate Sabari.
The Loggers scored the winning
goal in the closing minutes to finish off Central and seal the victory.
The loss dropped Central' s league
record-to 2-4 and 4-8-1 overall.
The loss was made even tougher
when sophomore forward Slade
Murphy went down with a sore
right knee.
Murphy did not practice Thursday or Friday as the Wildcats prepared to do battle with conference
foe Evergreen State.
Hildebrand said poor execution

was continuing to plague Central.
"We were not ready to play,"
Hildebrand said.
Central faced off against Evergreen State Saturday in a key conference match-up.
Evergreen (4-2 conference, 7-5
overall) took a 2-0 lead in the first
half before sophomore goal keeper
Tony Graff stepped up and shut the
Geoducks down. Graff finished the
match with eight saves.
Central came alive in the second
half after a sluggish first half.
Slade Murphy bounced back from
akneeinjury suffered against UPS,
scoring two goals within three minutes bf each other to start the second
half.
Senior defender Nate Nelson and
Sabari assisted Murphy on his first
two goals.
Junior midfielder Nick Reep
scored the winning goal in the 74th
minute on the assist from sophomore forward Dave Pidgeon.
Reep's goal concluded a 15minute scoring barrage in which
Central scored three straight goals.
The 3-2 victory improved the
Wildcats' record to 3-3 in the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference and 5-8-1 overall.
Hildebrand was impressed with
Central' s victory, but noted that at
times the team seems to have a Dr.
Jeckyl and Mr. Hyde personality.
"We took it to them the last 45
minutes," Hildebrand said.
Central does battle with Seattle
University on Wednesday at4 p.m.
at Tomlinson Field.

Team loses second ~onleague game 27-10

Kitna 's third-down pitch to Craven
bourced off the running back's helmet. Linficld' s J oc Dominey fell on
the ball whiJe Craven fell injured to
the turf.
On its first snap after the fumble
recovery, Langsdorf connected with
receiver Kent Wagner for a 29-yard
touchdown pass, putting Linfield
ahead 24-7.
Central' s final points came after

senior running back Go real Hudson
ran for eight yards on third-andone to move the 'Cats into field
goal range.
Freshman kicker Ryan Bishop
kicked his third field goal of the
season; a 29-yarder to score
Central's only points in the second
half.
Bishop is currently a perfect 11for- l l in extra points, extending

CWU's two-season streak to 54
consecutive PATs made.
Linfield finished with 203 rushing yards against a Central defense
that had allowed just 126 yards in
the first three games. Linfield's
Joey Rector led all rushers in the
game with 110 yards on 23 carries.
Central, currently ninth in the national polls, is sure to drop after
falling to 2-2 on the season.

The pressure is now on the Wildcats. Any hope of entering the playoffs may require winning the Mount
Rainier League Championship.
The league schedule begins next
Saturday with CWU matching up
with defending national champion
Pacific Lutheran.
The Lutes were upset by
Willamette 10-7 last Saturday.
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Central women's volleyball team defeats Whitworth
by Phil McCord
Staff reporter
Central' s women's volleyball
team traveled to Spokane to face
non-conference
opponent
Whitworth last Tuesday. Central,
which had beat Whitworth a week
earlier in their home opener, defeated Whitworth again.
Sophomore Brenda Butler had
15 kills to lead Central. Sophomore Mirranda Saari had nine
blocks, five of them solo. The win
improved the Wildcats record to 912 overall.
Central's 0-3 league mark makes
each and every league game very
important, because only the regular season champion moves on to
the regional playoffs in mid-November.
However, Central is by no means
out of the playoff picture. Other
teams could be invited to the eight
team tournament based on their
regional ranking. The season is
still quite young. Central has seven
more conference games this season.
· Coach John Pearson was pleased
with the victory.
"(We) gelled as a team finally,"
Pearson said. "I am very happy
with our progress right now."
The Wildcats traveled to the Western Oregon State College Invitational Tournament in Monmouth,
Ore., over the ~eekend. Central' s
pool included Western Baptist,
Carroll College of Montana,
Willamette,and Albertson College

of Idaho.
The tournament format was the
best two of three matches instead
of the best of five as is the case in
regular season matches.
Central was defeated by the following scores: Western Baptist,
15-3, 15-10; Albertson College,
21-19, 15-12; nationally-ranked
Carroll College, 15-9, 15-7. The
'Cats lost to Willamette 0-15, 1215, finis~ing second in their pool.
Central moved on to face ninthranked Azuza Pacific, taking .the
match 15-9, 15-12. Central was
led by Butler's six kills and 12
digs. Freshman Sarah Ludes, junior Jill Taylor, senior Marcy
Watkins and junior Jody White
had five kills each.
With their victory_ over Azuza,
the 'Cats were set to face conference foe Puget Sound in the quarter finals.
Central got off to a fast start taking the first game 15-7. But UPS
came back and took the last two
Ken Pinnell /The Observer
games 13-15 and 7-15. Ludes and Junior Molly Rettkowski sets the ball for teammates Jody White and Jill Taylor.
Butler'led the team in kills with 9
an<l 8 respectively.
Of the 20 team's participating in ·
the tournament, Central showed
great promise finishing tied for
fifth. BYU-Hawaii beat Western
Oregon for the tournament title.
Pearson was pleased with the
team's showing.
"To be honest, we're playing better than we have played all season," Pearson said. He added that
the victories were a result of a total
team effort.
1
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Late goal gives Central 2-1.win over Western
by Chuck E. Case
_, Staff reporter

Nonetheless, Olsen was proud of
the 'Cats' effort.
"Considering we had the wind
against us, we played good," she
said. "We played intense, we played
hard, and we showed our stuff."
The 'Cats showed their stuff again
on Saturday when they won at
Western, 2-1. The 'Cats won despite the fact that Western outshot
them, 12-11. One of Western's
shots found the net in the fifth
minute.
Hamilton scored her fifth goal of
the year on an assist from junior
midfielder Kerry Moffat. Sophomore forward Mandy Frazier provided the margin of victory with
her fourth goal of the year, assisted
by Hamilton and Murphy.
Moffat led Central with three
shots. Frazier, Hamilton, and freshman forward Abby Hovsepian
chipped in with two shots each.
· Central traveled to Tacoma the
next d~y to face Puget Sound. UPS
outshot the 'Cats 10-8 and won the
game 4-0.
"We got worked on Sunday,"
freshman defender Holly Smith
said. "We were tired from the day
before, but hopefully we'll get our
heads together for the next game."
The 'Cats record now stands at 54-2. They will host Western today
at 3 p.m.
"We've got four days of rest before the game, so we should be
ready," Smith said. "We want to
finish with success."
Hamilton and Olsen are also confident with Central's play this season, and its chances for the rest of
the season.
"We've improved a lot mentally,
and we're a lot more confident,"
Hamilton said.

Ccntral's women's soccer team
split its road trip this past weekend,
winning at W cstern Washington
on Saturday and losing at Puget
Sound the next day, this after tying
Seattle Pacific at home on Oct. 5.
The Wildcats outshot Seattle2213. Senior defender Timary Estby
led with four shots. Senior defender
Randi Becker, junior forward Erin
Hamilton, and sophomore forward
Jennifer Murphy were next with
three shots each.
Despite the 'Cats' edge on shots,
they could not convert any shots
into goals. However, they also held
Seattle Pacific without any goals.
Sophomore goalkeeper Julie
Olsen was responsible for Central' s
shutout. She made a save on a
breakaway early in the game. She
made four other saves during the
first half.
On offense, Hamilton also had
three good scoring opportunities in
the half.
Olsen and Hamilton were also
the key performer's for the 'Cats in
the second half. Olsen .came up
with three more saves.
Hamilton had the best chance to
break the scoreless tie late in the
half. But when she broke away and
headed for the goal, she was called
for tripping.
Hamilton did not think she tripped
her opponent.
"She tripped over my foot,"
Hamilton said. "It was a bad call,
but those are the breaks."
Neither team did a lot in the overtime periods. Estby and Becker had
the best opportunities, but could
not convert either shot.

Monday Night Football
at Club Central

Windmill
Espresso
CWU STUDENTS BUYONE
GET THE SECOND AT HALF PRICE!

October 17
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Chiefs
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Festivities
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seat~

Club S.O.D.A..Bar,
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Free
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Friday .................. 8am-5pm
Sat.- Sun ............. 8am-4pm
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Football Tournament
(Three person Co-ed teams) For more information call
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Sponsored by D.A.P.P.E.R. & Intramural Sports Program

cWU
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Men's rugby club starts new season in fierce style
by Chris Urrutia

This year Central has joined a
new rugby league based out of
Canada. that will give them better
The Central men's rugby team officiating and better competition
lost its second match this season compared to last year's league.
Central joined the new league beSaturday to Valley of Seattle.
ln a highly contested match where cause the club believes the new
league will
Valley ob~
have better
viously
services and
had the
officiating.
size ad"People think we're
"We
vatttag e,
just a bunch of guys
Central
wanted to
play with
r u g by
out to hurt someone."
higher qualPresident
-club
president
ity
teams this
Pete Price
year
to up
thought
Pete Price
our play anthe !Cam
other level,"
faired
Price said.
well.
"We had
Central still
a good showing," Price said, ..but plays teams such as Western, but
once we broke down, that was it." now must also face squads from
Valley scored two tries and never Canada.
·~we'll be doing a lot of traveling
looked back as Central attempted
this year, but we'll also be having
to play catch up.
Central's first try came when Ty quite a few home games," Price
Payne. a hooker, got some help said. "Hopefully we'll be able to
from his forwards. and shoved the get more support for our home
Valley defense back into its own games."
try zone.
Price invites people to come out
Jason Schiess! missed the two- and see what rugby is all about.
point conversion.
"People just think we 're a bunch
Valley answered with three more of guys out to hurt someone," Price
tries before Central could retaliate. said. "But that's not true."
It was almost the same situation
Price said that there are quite a
with Central's forwards pushing few new guys that have come out
Valley's defense to the try zone.
and faired well so far.
''The future looks bright even
J uni chi Kuzuoka. a scrumhalf.
scooped up the loose ball, and dove though we 're in a rebuilding proin for Central's final score of the cess," Price said.
match.
The rugby team has a match
Simon-Fraser
on
"Junichi just came out today and against
he said he wanted to play," Price Tomlinson Field Sunday at noon.
said. "'He proved to be a major
Central men's rugby club is not a
varsity sport, and any student is
contributor to ouneam."
Schiessl made the two-point con- eligible to be iri the club and parversion.
ticipate.

Staff reporter

Men's and Women's

Chris Urrutia I The Observer

Forward Dan Berard jumps for a lineout against Valley RFC.
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Central 's cross country teams place at Willamette Invitational
by Amy Seaberg
Staff reporter
~be Central Wildcat's cross country team placed within the top ten
last Saturday during the Willamette
Invitational in Salem, Ore.

The total number of competitors
was greater than Central' s earlier
meets.
There were 200 male and 180
female runners.
.
Out of 25 teams participating for
the men, Central ranked ninth with
a score of 225.

Eric Tollefson had an outstanding time of 24:28.31 which enabled him to capture fourth place.
Tollefson hopes to improve his
time and believes he could have
done better.
"I was glad to finish the race,
but I expect more out of myself,"
Tollefson said.
"Eric always starts the season in
top shape," head coach Kevin
Adkisson said. "Half of the men's
team improved, and the other half
are still getting in shape. This is
still the first half of the cross coun-

try season."

On Friday, Central's cross coun-

Out of 20 teams participating for
the women, Central ranked sixth
with an outstanding score of 171.
Third year runner Doreen Le
Vander snagged 10th place and led
the Wildcats with a time of
18:47.60.
This was LeVander's best time
while at Central.
"I was more surprised because I
didn't know I was that close to the
top," Levander said after the race.
The Willamette Invitational was
Central' s first big meet this season.
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Tues. ts•h •DJ Western Theme
gift certificate
Wed. • Hump Night
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1
dressed/dancer
Thur. 20 h • DJ Disco Theme
Fri & Sat • Top 40 Dance music on Tues. & 1lwr.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
S $1 75 Well Drinks $1 25 Pounders

try team will host the CWU

Invitational. Races will begin at 4
and 4:45 p.m.

Men's Individual Finishers4. Eric Tollefson 24:28.31; 44.
Brent Hooper 26:51.04; 58. Mike
McDermott 26:38.59; 76. Gary
Descanctis 27:05.48; 105. Rusty
Miller 27:51.04; 118. Matt Cory
28:10.74; 152. Kevin Maxwell
28:59.32; 164. Merle McLain
29:26.98; 170. Kris Fay 30:00.19;
174. Ted Winskill 30:08.69.
Women's Individual Finishers10.DoreenLeVander 18:47.60;22.
Rebecca Hill 19:05.84; 28. Joelle
Heikkila 19:17.75; 47. Christy
Kirchner 19:37 .84; 78.JosieBeggs
20:09.41;98.JoyRussell20:39.39;
133. Leah Hodson 21:41.03; 134.
AnnetteCook21:46.03; 140.Jamie
Strebin 21:55.85; 154. Tracy
Bonham 22:38.73; 167. Kristi
Corcoran 23:51.65.
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SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
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If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold
a bachelor's degree (or will receive one by

June 30, 1995), and are a U.S. citizen,
the J.E.T. Program needs you!
Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and
government offices.
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412 N. Main • Call us for BBS Info
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